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THE GEOMETRY

OF CANONICAL VARIATE ANALYSIS

N. A. CAMPBELL

AND WILLIAM

R.

ATCHLEY

Abstract
Campbell,N. A. (DivisionofMathematicsand Statistics,CSIRO, Wembley6014,Western
Madison,
ofWisconsin,
University
Australia)and W. R. Atchley(DepartmentofEntomology,
ofcanonicalvariateanalysis.Syst.Zool.,30:268-280.Wisconsin53706)1981.Thegeometry
The geometry of canonical variate analysis is described as a two-stage orthogonal rotation.
The firststage involves a principal component analysis of the original variables. The second
stage involves a principal component analysis of the group means forthe orthonormalvariables fromthe first-stageeigenanalysis. The geometryof principal component analysis is also
outlined. Algebraic aspects of canonical variate analysis are discussed and these are related
to the geometrical description. Some practical implications of the geometrical approach for
stabilityof the canonical vectors and variable selection are presented. [Multivariateanalysis;
canonical variate analysis; discriminantanalysis; principal component analysis.]

Canonicalvariateanalysisis one ofthe analysisor eigenanalysisof the original
most importantand widely used multi- variables.The second stage involvesan
techniquesin biological eigenanalysisof the variationbetween
variatestatistical
research.The procedurewas developed the groupmeans forthe variables from
principalcomponentanalby R. A. Fisher (1936) and furtherex- the first-stage
panded by M. S. Bartlett,P. C. Mahal- ysis.
maThe eigenanalysisof a symmetric
anobis,and C. R. Rao to examineseveral
in
multivarinotion
fundamental
is
a
trix
systemto
relevant
problems
significant
atic biology.These include separationof ate analysis.It formsthebasis ofthe calsimilarorgan- culations for a principal component
groupsof morphologically
of patternsof char- analysis.The ideas and conceptsin prinisms; ascertainment
actercovariation,such as size and shape cipal componentanalysis are important
patterns,between groups;assessmentof forboththe geometricand algebraicpreand theallocationof sentationsof canonical variate analysis
affinities;
intergroup
givenlater.
groups.
individualsto pre-existing
A principalcomponentanalysiscan be
discussed
is
Canonicalvariateanalysis
widely in modern textbookson multi- consideredas a rotationoftheaxes ofthe
variate analysis (e.g., Kshirsagar,1972: original variable coordinate system to
stress new orthogonalaxes, called principal
Ch. 9). However,mosttreatments
algebraic,computationaland inferential axes, such that the new axes coincide
aspects, ratherthan geometricalunder- withdirectionsof maximumvariationof
the originalobservations.Consider the
standing(see also Dempster,1969).
line or axis passing throughthe ends of
geomethe
describe
we
In thispaper,
tryof canonical variateanalysis,Mahal- the ellipticalclusterof pointsin Figure
anobis D2,and principalcomponentanal- 1. Projectthe originaldata points onto
ysis. The algebra underlying this this axis. The pointylmis the projection
geometricaldiscussionis provided.Some of the point (xim, x2m)onto the axis depracticalimplicationsof the geometrical finedby the directionY1. This axis has
thatthe varianceofthe prothe property
approachare presented.
jected pointsYlm,m = 1, . . . , n,is greater
AND PRINCIPAL
EIGENANALYSIS
thanthevarianceofthepointswhen proCOMPONENT ANALYSIS
jected ontoanyotherline or axis passing
(x1,x2).Anyline paralleltoY1also
Canonical variateanalysiscan be con- through
ofmaximumvarianceof
property
has
the
first
sidered as a two-stagerotation.The
stage involves a principal component the projectedpoints.It is howevercon268
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X2-

x2~~~~~

0
FIG. 1.-Idealized representationof scatter diagram fortwo variables, showing the mean foreach variable (xi and x2), 95% concentrationellipse, and principal axes Y1 and Y2. The points Ylm and Y2m give the
principal component scores forthe observation xi = (Xim, X2m)T. The cosine of the angle 0 between Y1 and
X1 gives the firstcomponent ull of the eigenvector correspondingto Y1.

venientgeometrically
to use thefirstrep- principalaxis is oftencalled the line of
resentation.
best fitsince the sumofsquares(SSQ) of
The propertyof maximumvariationof the perpendiculardeviationsofthe origtheprojectedpointsdefinesthefirst
prin- inal data pointsfromthe line is a minicipal axis; it is the line or directionwith mum. Successive principalaxes are demaximumvariationof the projectedval- terminedwiththe property
thattheyare
ues of the originaldata points.The pro- orthogonalto the previousprincipalaxes
jected values corresponding
to thisdirec- and thattheymaximizethe variationof
tion of maximum variation are the theprojectedpointssubjectto these conprincipal component scores. The first straints.
For twovariables,onlyone more
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axis or directioncan be determined;this (Fig. 1) provide the coefficientswhich
second axis is representedby Y2 in Fig- definethe linearcombination,while the
resultingvalues or scores are the proure 1.
In practice, a principal component jected pointsYim.That is, Ylm= ulixim+
and Y2m = U21Xlm + U22X2m. In maanalysis consistsinitiallyof findingthe u12x2m,
eigenvaluesei and eigenvectorsui ofthe trix notation,Yim= UiTXm, where xm=
sample covarianceor correlationmatrix. (XIm, .. ., Xvm)T denotes the mthobservaThe eigenvalueis simplythe usual sam- tion vector.The sample varianceof the
ple varianceofthe projecteddata points. projectedpointsYlmgives the firsteigenThe componentsof the eigenvectorare value e1. Some constrainton the comthe cosines of the angles betweernthe ponentsofu1 is necessary,otherwisethe
large.
original variable axes and the corre- variance can be made arbitrarily
spondingprincipal axis. These cosines The usual one to adoptis thatz
u1i2= 1
to as directioncosines.
are oftenreferred
i=l
In Figure 1, the cosine of the angle be- or that ulTu1 = 1. Maximization of the
tween the originalvariable axis X1 and variance of the Ylm subject to the given
the firstprincipalaxis Y1 gives the first constraint
leads to the eigenequation
componentu1lofthe firsteigenvectoru1,
while the cosine of the angle between
(1)
(V - eI)u=
the ordinatevariableX2and Y1gives u12.
Similarly,the cosines of the angles be- or
tween the second principalaxis Y2 and
Vu = ue
theoriginalcoordinateaxes givethecomwhere V denotes the within-groupcoponentsu21and u22ofu2.
An essential notion in multivariate variance matrix.Let
analysisis thatofa linearcombinationof
U = (ui, ***XUV)
variables; it is fundamentalto both caand let
nonical variate analysis and principal denotethematrixofeigenvectors,
componentanalysis.Considerv variables the diagonalmatrix
xl, *. , xv,writtenas the vectorx = (x1,
E = diag(e1, . . . , ev)
c1,... ., cv
... . xv)T, and the coefficients
writtenas the vector c. Then a linear denote the matrixof eigenvalues. Then
the eigenequationbecomes
combinationis definedby
y = clxl +
=TX,

...

+ cVxV=

v

i=1

cx

V= UEUT
v

= 2

i=l

(2)

e1u1ui.

where y is the new variable definedby The eigenvectors satisfy UTU = I and
the linear combinationof the original UUT = I.
variables.For example,ifthecoefficients An important
result,whichfollowsby
are all unity(ci = 1 forall i), thencTx = takingthetraceofbothsides of(2), is that
v
the sum of the variancesof the original
2 xi, which is just the sum of the varivariables is equal to the sum of the eii=l
ables. This can be writtenin matrixno- genvalues.Since each successiveprincitation as lTx, where I denotes a vector pal componentaccountsfora maximum
amountofthe variation,subjectto being
of l's.
A principalcomponentanalysisseeks uncorrelatedwith the previous compoa linearcombinationofthe originalvari- nents, e1 > e2 > ... > ev.
Principal componentanalysis is conables suchthattheusual samplevariance
of the resultingvalues is a maximum. sideredto be a usefultool when the first
The componentsof the eigenvectorsu1 few principal components explain much
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of the variation,so thata few bivariate
scatterplotsofthe scoressummarizethe
multivariate data. For morphometric
data, it is oftenfoundthatthe elements
eigenvectorare all positive;an
ofthefirst
increasein each variableresultsin a general increasein thevalue oftheprincipal
componentscore. For this reason, the
firstcomponentis oftentermeda size
component (e.g., Jolicoeur and Mosimann,1960).

271

tion. The observation Yim is given by the
=
linear combinationclxllm+ . . . + Cvxlvm
cTXim. The observation Ykm is the canonical variate score forthe mth observation
for the kth group. Hence the point Y2m
represents the projection of the observation X2monto the canonical vector. Similarly the points -Ykrepresent the projections of the group means onto the
canonical vector.
When all observations Xkm are projected onto the canonical vector, a distriCANONICAL VARIATE ANALYSISbution of scores for each group will reGENERAL IDEAS
sult. If the underlying distributionof the
In a canonical variateanalysis,linear vectors of observations is multivariate
oftheoriginalvariablesare Gaussian, then the histogramsof canoncombinations
in-sucha way thatthe differ- ical variate scores will follow the familiar
determnined
ences between a numberof reference bell-shaped appearance of a univariate
groupsare maximizedrelativetothevari- Gaussian density. It is importantto realationwithingroups.It is hoped thatthe ize that the actual canonical variate
can be adequately scores do not follow a univariate Gaussgroup configuration
representedin a two or three dimen- ian distribution,since the components of
sional subspace definedby the firsttwo the vector of coefficients c are themor threecanonical vectors.The firstca- selves realizations of random variables
nonical vector is given by the coeffi- (e.g., Kshirsagar,1972:197).
The orientation or direction of the cacients of the linear combinationwhich
maximizesthe ratio of the between- to nonical vector c is such that the ratio of
SSQ's fortheresultingca- the between- to within-groupsSSQ from
within-groups
ratio the one-way analysis of variance of the
nonical variate.The corresponding
to as the canonical root. Suc- projected points Ylm,m = 1, . .. , n1; Y2m,
is referred
cessive linearcombinationsof the origi- m= 1, ..., n2; ...; Ygm,m= 1, .. ., ng,
nal variables are chosen to be uncorre- is greater than that for any other orienlated both withinand between groups. tation of the canonical vector.
distanceis thenappropriate The ratio of the between-groups to the
Pythagorean
a scatterplotofthe group within-groups SSQ gives the canonical
forinterpreting
canonicalvari- root. The cosines of the angles between
means,withtheimportant
ates as the coordinates.
the canonical vector and the original coFigure2 depictsa typicalsituationfor ordinate axes give the components of the
ellipses canonical vector. The projected points or
twovariables.The concentration
reflectthe clusteringof the observations observations are the canonical variate
in the mainbody ofthe data. The points scores.
The propertyof maximum ratio of beXim = (xIIm, x21m)Tand x2mrepresenttypThe vectorc represents tween- to within-groupsvariationdefines
ical observations.
the directionof the calculatedcanonical the firstcanonical vector. This firstaxis
is again a line of best fit,though the fitis
vector.
The point representingthe observa- now to the group means, and the shape
tion ylm gives the projectionof the ob- of the concentration ellipsoids must be
servationxlmonto the canonical vector. taken into consideration. A geometrical
For convenience, xkm and Ykm will be explanation is given in the next section.
In canonical variate analysis, the deused to -denote both the observation
and the point representing the observa- gree of correlationbetween, and the vari-
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ances of,theoriginalvariablesdetermine and III, depending on the ratio of the
thedegreeand directionofmaximumbe- variances.
variation.Vari- The canonical variatesprovidea simtween- to within-group
ables with high positive within-groupsplifieddescriptionof the groupconfiguand negativebetween-groupsrations.A related statistic,Mahalanobis
correlation,
correlation,provide maximumdiscrimi- D2, provides a measure of the distance
nation (e.g., Lubischew, 1962:fig.1(a)); between the groupsin the totalvariable
thereverseis also true.A veryslightshift space. Traditionally,the squared disin the ratioofthe two variableswill pro- tance betweenanytwo groupsin Figure
vide almost complete discrimination. 2 would be measuredby theirEuclidean
The lowertheabsolutevalue ofthewith- or Pythagoreandistance,i.e. by taking
betweenthe groupmeans
in-groupscorrelation,the poorer is the the difference
(Lubischew,1962:fig.1(a)). foreach coordinate,squaringthe differdiscrimination
variationis takenas ence and summing.However, such a
The within-group
the appropriatemeasureagainstwhichto measurefailsto take account-of the corjudge between-groupvariation.The dis- relationsbetween the variables.Mahalthe effectofvaritancebetweenthegroups,orbetweenin- anobis D2 incorporates
dividuals,is judged relativeto the vari- able correlations.
ances and correlations between the
GEOMETRY OF CANONICAL VARIATE
variables.
ANALYSIS AND MAHALANOBIS D2
Phillips,Campbell, and Wilson (1973:
Canonical variateanalysiscan be configs.5, 6) show groupcentroidsand conprocedure.
centrationellipses forthreegroupsand sideredas a two-stagerotation
twovariableswith(a) the same variances The firststageinvolvesdescriptionofthe
robut differing
degreesofcorrelationwith- variationwithingroups,byorthogonal
variancesbut tationoftheoriginalvariablesto new unin groups;and (b) differing
the same degree of correlationbetween correlatedvariables. One of the most
the two variables.The degree of overlap commonways to achieve the first-stage
on the firstcanonicalvariateincreasesas rotationis froma principalcomponent
principal
correlationdecreases, analysis.The new uncorrelated
the within-groups
so that relativebetween-groupsdisper- componentvariablesare then scaled by
eision is less marked.The orientationof the square rootsofthe corresponding
the canonicalvectoralso changes.As the genvalues to have unit variance within
correlationtends to zero, groups,so thatthe resultingvariablesare
within-groups
The rotationand scalinghas
the firstcanonical vectorbecomes more orthonormal.
the withinthe effectof transforming
closelyorientedwiththe abscissa.
ellipsoidtoa sphere.
varianceschange groupsconcentration
As the within-groups
Figure 3(a) shows the groupmeans Xk
in figure6 ofPhillips,Campbelland Wilellipses for
son (1973), the orientationof the canon- and associatedconcentration
ical vectorschangesto maintainmaximum two variables. Figure 3(b) shows the
ofmeans,withthe invariation.While same configuration
relativebetween-groups
ellipses replaced
ofthe firstca- dividual concentration
the changesin orientation
ellipse correspondnonical vectorare relativelysmall when by the concentration
SSQPR
comparedwiththe changesdue to differ- ing to the pooled within-groups
principalcompothe effecton the degree matrix.The first-stage
ent correlation,
of separation of two of the groups is nentanalysiscorrespondsto findingthe
marked.For example,withwithin-groupsprincipal axes of the pooled withinellipse. The eigenvariancesof 1.0 and 3.0, thereis effec- groupsconcentration
SSQPR matively complete separationof all three analysisofthewithin-groups
scores
component
the
trix
principal
gives
groups,or markedseparationof groupI
the
initial
shows
II
of
configand considerable overlap
groups
Pikm. Figure3(c)
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X2~~~~~~~~~~~~*2
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cvE
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cv

XI
2.-Representation of the canonical vectors forthree groups and two variables. The group means
(I, II and III) and 95% concentrationellipses are shown. The vectors CVI and CVII are the two canonical
vectors. In the text,CVI = c. The points Ylm and Y2mrepresent the canonical variate scores corresponding
to the firstcanonical vector forthe observations xim and x2,1.
FIG.

urationwith the principal components P1
and P2 as the coordinate axes.
The first-stageanalysis involves rotation and scaling, fromconcentration ellipsoids to concentration spheres. Since
the sample variance of the variable Pikm
is the eigenvalue, dividing the Pikmby the
square root of the eigenvalue will give a
new variable Zikm having unit variance.
Figure 3(d) shows the effect of scaling
each orthogonal principal component to
produce orthonormalvariables. The scaling transformsthe within-groupsconcentrationellipse to a concentrationcircle.
The relative positions of the group
means are now changed. In Figures 3(a)

to 3(c), the means are associated with elliptical concentration contours, and so
Mahalanobis D2 is the appropriate distance between any pair of groups. In Figure 3(d), the concentration contours are
now circular, indicating that the new
variables are uncorrelated,with unit variance. The usual Euclidean or Pythagorean distance can now be used to determine distances. In particularthe squared
Mahalanobis distance between any pair
of groups is simply the square of the distance between the group means in the
rotatedand scaled space depicted in Figure 3(d).
It can be shown that the rotation and
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scaling is equivalent to expressingthe ingand rotationofthefirst-stage
analysis,
axes of the originalrectangularcoordi- as shown in Figures 3(e) to 3(f). While
nate systemas oblique axes. The cosine the canonicalvectorsai forthe orthonorof the angle between any two of the mal variablesare orthogonal,
the canonoblique axes is equivalentto the partial ical vectorsci forthe originalvariables
correlationcoefficient
between the vari- will not, in general, be orthogonal,as
ables, and each variableis expressedon shown in Figure 3(f). However, the caa -soaleon whichone unitis equal to one nonical variatescores c1Tx are uncorrestandarddeviation.
lated with the scores cjTx within each
The rotatedand scaled axes,whichre- group,sinceby thenatureoftherotation,
variation, thecanonicalvectorsare orthogonalwith
flectpatternsof within-group
now become the referencecoordinate respectto the within-groups
covariance
axes forthe second stageofthe analysis. matrixV.
The originalgroupmeansare considered
The data representedin Figure 3(a)
relativeto these axes, as in Figure 3(d). can firstbe scaled by the pooled withinThe second-stagerotationis again ac- groupsstandarddeviationsto unit stancomplished by a principal component dard deviation along each coordinate
analysis,thistimeof the groupmeans Zk axis. The first-stage
principalcomponent
forthe new orthonormal
variables.This analysisis thenbased on the correlation
providesan examinationofthe between- matrixderived fromthe pooled withingroupsvariation,relativeto the patterns groups SSQPR matrix;this correlation
variationdefinedby the matrixwill be referredto subsequently
of within-group
first-stage
principalcomponents.The ei- as the pooled (within-groups)
correlation
genvaluesgive the usual sample canoni- matrix.
The geometry
ofcanonicalvariate
give the analysis then follows as above, though
cal rootsfwhiletheeigenvectors
canonical vectorsai forthe orthonormal the resultingcanonical vectors c, are
variables.
thoseforstandardizedvariables,and will
- Note that the second-stageprincipal be
referred
to as the standardizedcanoncomponentanalysis is carriedout with ical vectors.The componentsofthe vecvari- torc, are given by multiplying
thegroupmeansfortheorthonormal
the comables weighted by the corresponding ponents of the vector c by the
numbersin each group. This use of a correspondingpooled standard deviaSSQPR matrix tions.
weightedbetween-groups
Consider again the orthonormal
varigives the maximumlikelihoodsolution.
An alternative is to calculate an un- able space, in whichconcentration
ellipweighted between-groupsSSQPR ma- soids are transformed
to concentration
trix,in which the sample sizes are ig- spheres. The firstcanonical variate for
nored.
the orthonormal
variables is the line of
The canonicalvectorsci fortheoriginal closest fitto the group means in this
variablesare foundby reversingthe scal- space. The second canonical variate is

FIG. 3.-Illustration of the rotationand scaling implicit in the calculation of the canonical vectors. 3(a)group means and associated 95% concentration ellipses for two variables and seven groups. Idealized
observation xlm is indicated; 3(b)-group means, with concentration ellipses centred at overall mean.
Principal axes P1 and P2 are indicated; 3(c)-rotation to principal axes P1 and P2 of the common covariance
matrix.The point Plm gives the principal component scores for the observation xl.; 3(d)-scaling from
orthogonalvariables to orthonornal variables, so thatconcentrationellipses become concentrationcircles.
The point Zlm represents the observation xim in these new coordinates. The axes I and II are the principal
axes for the group means; 3(e)-the scaling from orthogonal to orthonormalvariables is reversed. The
coordinates P1 and P2 are as in 3(c); 3(f)-the rotationfromthe original variables te the orthogonalvariables
is reversed. CVI and CVII represent the canonical vectors.
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nk
to thefirstin thisspace. Since
orthogonal
fg
- Xk)TC.
CT{
(XkXk)(Xkm
variablesreflectpatterns
theorthonormal
E
k=1 m=1
the
orthogovariation,
within-groups
of
nalityin the originalvariable space is
within- But the termin .. . } is the familiarform
withrespectto thecorresponding
of the pooled within-groupsSSQPR mamatrix.
groupscovariance

trix,W; it reflectsthe squared deviations
and cross deviations of each observation
Canonical variateanalysisseeks a lin- from the mean of its corresponding
ear combinationYkm = CTXkm of the orig- group. To see this, note thatthe entryfor
inal observationsxkmsuch thatthe ratio the ith variable is
APPROACH

AN ALGEBRAIC

of the between-groupsto the withing
nk
groups SSQ for a one-way analysis of
Xki)
E
E (Xkim
k=1 m=l
varianceofthe Ykmis a maximum.
A one-wayanalysisof varianceof the while that forthe ith and jth variables is
univariatecanonicalvariatescoresYkming
nk
SSQ
volves the usual within-groups
(Xkim - Xki)(Xkjm
xkj);
E
Y.
k=1 m=1

g

nk

E E

k=1 m=1

(Ykm

these are the within-groupsor errorterms
in analysis of covariance.
Hence the within-groupsSSQ can be
writtenas cTWc.

Yk)2

-

SSQ'
and the between-groups

g

nk

ln

with Yk

The between-groups SSQ,

nk(Yk -T),

E
k=1

m=1

E nk, and YT =

=

Ykm, nT

k=1

g

E

Since thecanonicalvariatescoreis given algebraicallyby Ykm= CTXkm, thewithas
in-groupsSSQ can be rewritten

k=1

g

=

g

nk

E

k=l m=l

Yk)2 =

(Ykm -

nk

E

E

k=1 m=1

g

ya
k=1 m=1

The term

CT(Xkm - Xk)

-

Xk)}

(Xkm - Xk)TC,

SSQ becomes

inside the I.. .} is

g

so thatthe within-groups

nk

z
CT(Xkm(
k=l m=l

Xk)(Xkm

jk

CTiT)2

-

E

k=1
CT{

nk{CT(i

nkc

(Xk
nk(ik

XT)}

-

XT)(Xk
-

XT)(Xk

-

XT)C
-

XT)T}C.

.

a scalarquantity,and can also be written
as

YT)

nk(C

k=1
g

(Xkm

{C

-

k=1

-

nk

nk(Yk -

-E

(CTXkm - CTXk)2

and thisis the same as

nk(Yk

YT)2, for the canonical variate scores can
be writtenin a similar way to the withingroups SSQ. Condensing the steps gives

nT 1 z nkyk.
k=1

X

-

Xk)TC.

Since the canonicalvectorc is the same
for all observationsfor all groups,the
SSQ may also be written
within-groups
as

The term in ...}
is the betweengroups SSQPR matrix; it reflects the
squared deviations and cross deviations
of each mean from the mean of the
means.
Hence the between-groups SSQ can be
writtenas CTBc.
The canonical vector c is chosen to
maximize the ratio of the between- to
within-groupsSSQ of the resultinglinear
combination, i.e. to maximize the ratio
f=
CTB/CTWC . The vector c is usually
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scaled so that the average within-groups in terms of its eigenvectors U and eigenvariance of the canonical variate scores values E, viz.
is unity.With nw=

E (nk k=1

1), this rewith U = (ul,

quirement becomes
g

nw-' 1

(Ykm -

uv) and E = diag(e1,

= 1.

Choosing c to maximize the ratio f
leads to the fundamental canonical variate eigenequation
(B - fW)c = o
Bc = Wcf.

ure 3(c) are then given by Pikm = UiTXkm,
or Pkm = UTXkm. The pooled withingroupsvariance(Pikm - Pik)2 of the scores
for the ith principal component is
simply the corresponding eigenvalue ei.
To see this, follow the same steps as for
the derivation of the within-groupsSSQ
in the previous, viz.
Pikm

1, or,

with V = nw-'W, that CTVc

or

...,

The principal component scores in Fig-

1

k)2=

In matrix notation, this is equivalent to
specifyingthat
nw-'CTWc=

UEIT,

... ., ev).

nk

k=1 m=1

W=

(3)

g

nk

_

E

(Pikm

g

nk

k=l m=l

-

Pik)

E
z {UiT(Xkm
k=1 m=1
g

Xk)}

nk

= UiT{
(Xkm
Xk)(Xkm
Xk) Ui
For g groups and v variable>, there are
k=l m=l
=
h min(v, g
1) canonical vectors with
= uiTWUi
= ei.
associated non-zerocanonical roots.When
The transformationfromconcentration
g - 1 < v, the sample group means lie in
a h = g - 1 dimensional subspace. The ellipsoids to concentration spheres in
canonical vectors provide an alternative Figure3(d) is givenby Zikm = ei-1'2pikm =
description of the h-dimensional space.
ei-1/2uiTxkm or Zkm = E 1/2UTXkm. For the
Write
second-stage analysis, the group means
for
the original variables are expressed
C = (Cl, *
Ch)
in terms of these new orthonormalvariand
ables. The rotated and scaled vector of
F = diag(f1, ..., fh).
means forthe kthgroup is Zk = E-1/2UTik.
Let X denote the gxv matrixof group
in
becomes
Then the eigenanalysis
(3)
means, centered so that the mean of the
(4) means is zero, with each vector of means
BC = WCF
weighted by the corresponding sample
with the scaling
size, viz.

CTWC

and
CTBC

= nwI

XT

=

{nIn2(ix-

= nwF.

XT), . . ., ng2(Xg

-

XT)}.

The between-groups SSQPR matrix is
then XTX. The matrixof group means for
the orthonormalvariables is ZT= E-1/2
The geometrical approach given above UTXT. The between-groups matrixforthe
may be expressed algebraically as fol- orthonormalvariables is then given by
lows. The first-stage
principal component
= E-1/2UTXTXUE-1/2
ZTZ
analysis corresponds to findingthe principal axes of the pooled within-groups
= E- 12UTBUE-12.
(5)
concentrationellipsoid. This is achieved
The second-stage rotationresults from
algebraically by an eigenanalysis of the
within-groupsSSQPR matrixW. WriteW an eigenanalysis of this between-groups
COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS
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)

2m)~~~~~~..2n-X1m,2m

ln-?,21mj.)'

X1
fortwogroupsandtwovariables,showingthegroup
function
FIG. 4.-Representationofthediscriminant
vector.The points5ellipses. The vectorc is the discriminant
meansand associated95% concentration
meansforthe two groups.
and Y2representthe discriminant
ellipse at the
by drawingthetangentn to theconcentration
vectorcan be constructed
The discriminant
to the
vectoris orthogonal
withthe line d joiningthegroupmeans;thediscriminant
pointofintersection
tangentn.

The computational aspects described
above are those followed in many computer programs.The advantages of a first(6) stage principal component rotation in
(E-1/2 UTBUE-1/2 -f I) a = o,
morphometric studies are illustrated in
giving the canonical roots fi and canonithe last section.
cal vectors ai for the orthonormalvariables. Premultiplicationby UE-112shows THE TWO-GROUP DISCRIMINANT FUNCthat the canonical vectors ci forthe origTION
inal variables x are found fromthe ai by
only two groups, a caare
When there
simplifies to the
analysis
variate
nonical
=
Ci UE-1'2 ai .
matrix.The second-stage principal component analysis is
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GEOMETRY

OF CANONICAL

linear discriminantof Fisher (1936). The
two-group case is both conceptually and
computationally simpler than the multiple-group canonical variate analysis.
Figure 4 depicts a typical situation for
two groups and two variables. The basic
approach followsthatoutlined in the third
section. The discriminantvectorc defines
that direction which gives maximum between- to within-groupsvariation of the
discriminant scores Yim,m 1, ...,n;
Y2m, m =

1, .

. , n2.

Given the group means and associated
concentration ellipses, there is a simple
geometrical constructionforthe discriminant vector: (i) join the group means to
give the vector dx; (ii) constructthe tangent vector n at the point of intersection
with the concentration ellipse; and (iii)
construct the discriminant vector c, orthogonal to the vector n. This procedure
can be simplifiedfurther,by determining
concentration ellipses with increased
probabilitylevels. The vectorjoining the
points of intersection of the overlapping
ellipses is again the normalvector n. The
position of this latter vector is such that
it passes throughthe mean of the means.
For two groups, the squared distance
between the canonical variate or discriminant means -, and Y2 is the squared Mahalanobis distance. This is defined as
D2 = dXTV-Wdx,

where dx - l - x2 is the vector of differences between the group means.
The discriminantvector c is then given
by
c = D-tV-ldx.
The component D-1 does not usually enter the definitionof the discriminantvector. With the definition cu = V-1dx, the
within-groupsvariance is then equal to
D2, while the squared difference between the means for the unscaled discriminant scores is D4. The ratio of
squared differencebetween the means to
the within-groupsvariance is D2.
The canonical or discriminant root is
given by

VARIATE ANALYSIS
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f = nw-1nln2nT-lD2
and the between-groups SSQPR matrixis
B = nln2nT-'dxdx.
DETERMINING THE IMPORTANT
VARIABLES

Various approaches have been proposed to determine the variables which
contribute most to the group separation.
Probably the most widely used approach
is that based on the relative magnitudes
of the canonical variate coefficients for
the variables standardized to unit standard deviation within groups. The standardized coefficientsare given by multiplying the original coefficients by the
pooled within-groups standard deviations. Variables with the larger absolute
values of the standardized coefficients
are oftentaken to be the more important
ones.
Variables with small standardized coefficientscan nearly always be eliminated.
However when some of the variables are
highly correlated within groups, those
variables with the larger absolute coefficients are not necessarily the more importantones. With the presence of highly
correlated variables, it is importantto examine the stability of the coefficients.
When there is little variation between
the group means forthe orthonormalvariables along a particularwithin-groupsdirection, and the corresponding withingroups eigenvalue is also small, marked
instabilitycan be expected in some of the
coefficientsdefining the canonical variates. To be more specific,those variables
with large loadings forthe corresponding
within-groupseigenvector may have unstable coefficientsforthe canonical variates. The degree of instability will depend on the contribution of the
corresponding orthonormal variable to
the discriminationand on the magnitude
of the within-groups eigenvalue. As a
practical guideline, when the betweengroups SSQ for a particular orthonormal
variable is small (say, less than 5-10% of
the total between-groups variation), and
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the correspondingeigenvalue is also involvedcan be used to assess the conprincismall (say,less than 1-2% of the sum of tributionof each ofthe first-stage
the eigenvalues), then some instability pal componentsto the discrimination.
studies,
This is useful in morphometric
can be expected.
One approachto thepotentialproblem since the variouseigenvectorscan often
of unstable coefficientsis to introduce be associatedwithpatternsofgrowth.
shrunkenestimators(Campbelland ReyACKNOWLEDGMENTS
ment, 1978). In practice,this involves
addingshrinkageconstantsto some or all
Thanks are due to Richard Litchfield fordrafting
of the within-groups
eigenvalues. This the figures.Atchley was supported by the College
is done beforethese eigen- ofAgricultureand Life Sciences, UniversityofWismodification
Madison and by NSF, DEB 7923012 and
values are used to scale the uncorrelated consin,
DEB 7906058.
first-stage
principalcomponentvariables
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